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isbn 978-1-107-01654-5 (hbk) 1. Sahel -History. 2. Sahel -Politics and government. 3. Sahel -Social conditions. 4. Sahel -Economic conditions. 5. Books, like corpses, enter and leave the world in the hands of others. This book first began to enter the world more than a decade ago, and many hands brought it into being, often unwittingly. The debts that I, its author, have accumulated during that time are innumerable and impossible to discharge, but I want to acknowledge the largest and most pressing here.
In New York City, I have the absurd good fortune, at once personal and intellectual, to work alongside Fred Cooper and Mamadou Diouf, both of whom are generous senior colleagues pursuing questions not too far from my own. I continue to learn many lessons from them, as I do from the indomitable Luise White. I regret that this book cannot engage more fully with their own recently published or forthcoming work. I have also benefited greatly from the collegiality of Souleymane Bachir Diagne, Evan Haefeli, Mark Mazower, Sam Moyn, Emmanuelle Saada, and Rhiannon Stephens. Cabeiri Robinson, David Marriott, Nick Guyatt, and Nicole Coleman made my time at the Stanford Humanities Center productive and meaningful. Richard Roberts and Sean Hanretta proved to be exceedingly generous colleagues during my time in Palo Alto, but also before and after. Richard helped to find this book a home. In Paris, Danielle Haase-Duboc, Mihaela Bacou, and Brunhilde Biebuyck at Reid Hall gave me all the support anyone could ask for. Emmanuelle Sibeud opened many doors for me, and early conversations with her, Jean-Philippe Dedieu, Brian Larkin, and Julie Livingston proved precious. Sara Berry, whose guidance meant so much to my first book, contributed to this one as well, offering late in the process of rewriting an occasion for dialogue and exchange at Johns Hopkins University. There and elsewhere, the reflections of Leo Villalón proved invaluable, as did those of many other colleagues. 
In different ways, Eric Allina, Dahlia el-Tayeb Gubara, Amir Idris, Ryan Skinner, Etienne Smith, Ben Talton, and Marcia Wright nudged this project forward. So too did many of the students from Columbia, NYU, and the Université de Bamako with whom I had the privilege to work.
Nothing would have been possible in Niamey without Seyni Moumouni, and I thank him, Kimba Idrissa, and the staff of the IRSH sincerely. In Bamako, Modibo Diallo proved endlessly generous with his time, enthusiasm, and insight. From Khartoum, Pandora O'MahonyAdams kindly tracked down and dispatched valuable documents. Back in New York, Laurel Ackerson and Jake Obeng-Bediako proved to be very helpful research assistants. Fabrice Melka in Paris and Alyadjidi Almouctar (Alia) Baby, Timothée Saye, and Abdoulaye Traoré in Bamako were exceptionally professional and accommodating. So too were archivists in each of the many repositories on which this book relies, particularly in the Manuscripts and Archives Division of the New York Public Library.
Emily Burrill hosted Oumou and me in Chapel Hill. We thank her, Eric, and Tiéba of Carrboro, and we are grateful, too, for the warm hospitality of Bruce and Sima and of Daouda and Marie-Christine. Some generous spirits -such as that of Laura Lee Downs, Patrick Weil, Amadou Seydou Traoré, Jean Schmitz, and Christophe Daum -can only be humbly acknowledged, with the hope one day to be able to emulate them.
Much of what takes published form here was first essayed in other venues. I benefited greatly from critiques launched at the Université de Bamako, the Ecole des Hautes Etudes en Sciences Sociales, Sciences Po Paris and Sciences Po Bordeaux, Paris VIII and Paris I, Stanford, the University of Florida, the University of Michigan, the University of Toronto, the Freiburg Institute for Advanced Studies, and various other conferences and workshops. The text was also much improved by the astute comments of the Press's anonymous readers.
This book, nearly completed, took a different turn when Mali unravelled in 2012-13. I rethought and rewrote much of it in the long grind of that crisis, during which many excellent scholars of Mali proved to be exemplary citizens as well. I was proud to be in conversation with Isaie Dougnon, Daouda Gary-Tounkara, Bruce Hall, Baz Lecocq, Johanna Siméant, Bruce Whitehouse, Ingrid Monson, and many others during that time. Baz, Brandon County, Bruce Hall, Jean-Hervé Jézéquel, and Bruce Whitehouse shared valuable documents and ideas with me, and Baz in particular put up with a lot of crap. I have been walking beside and learning from him and Isaie for more than fifteen years. I hope the road will be a long one. 
